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Paris change! mats rien dans ma melancolie 
N'a houge! palais neuf, echafaudages, blocs, 
Vieux faubourgs, tout pour moi devient allegoric, 
Et mes chers souvenirs sont plus lourds que des rocs. 

Charles Baudelaire, "Tableaux Parisiens" 

The object, the detail, the forms ofnature, in that they can mean anything
and everything, can mean precisely nothing. Allegory involves the hollowing out 
of meaning. Languages becomes an expanse of empty signs 'signifying nothing'. 

Graeme Gilloch, "Myth and Metropolis" 



INTRODUCTION 

This document, and above all, the research that I attempted to collect does not offer 

the sole interpretation of the city of Santiago. It is a personal perception of literary, historic 

and urban forms that help shape the reading of a city with many faces. As a personal 

endeavor, the study presented is not a linear argument. It was a constant struggle 

throughout the semester to present a coherent argument. As a student of urbanism, I was 

captivated with the very shape and the forms that configure the city. Thus, it was in 

mapping that I taught myself to read and comprehend it. As a former historian, I did not 

rest until I found an explanation for the objects mapped. Above all, as wandered or as a 

pilgrim myself through the city, I was forced to recreate a mood, an ambiance in a myth' 

takes shape. In doing so, I recited the writings of Postmodern and Surrealist authors, with 

the sole desire, as they had, to reconstruct my very own desired city. Then, perhaps, I 

neglected at times the academic purposes of my investigation. I do apologize if the research 

presented here does not achieve an original interpretation, or a conclusive result. On my 

defense, and as a justification for such an apparent subjeetive approach, I will simply bring 

forth another writers' response: 

'I did not then represent to myself cities, landscapes, historical monuments, as more or less attractive 
pictures, cut out there of a substance that was common in them all, but looked on each of them as on an unknown 
thing, different in essence from all the rest, a thing for which my soul thirsted and which it would profit from 
knowing..." 

(Marcel Proust, The Remembrance of Past Things! 

"No incurras en el error de la estimacion exclusivamente estetica. Peregrinar a Compostela solo para 

gozar del arte que los hombres pusieron en la labra de sus piedras es una forma de perder el tiempo, malgastar la 
eternidad. 

Y Dios no se revela para que el hombre lo rebaje a la categoria de un verso o de unos compases musicales, 
Busca en el misterio de ti mismo, en aquel lugar ardiente donde Dios puso su dedo...Vive en ellos y en ellos 
descubriras Compostela."

[Do not make the error of a mere aesthetic appreciation (of the city). To be a pilgrim in Compostela in 
order to solely relish the man-made art of the stone is to waste time, to waste an eternity.

And God does not reveal Himself to a man that looks upon Him as verse or music. Look for the mystery 

inside yourself, in that burning place that God touched... Live in it, and in them you will find Compostela.] 

(Torrente Ballester, 'On Some Spiritual Guidelines for a Modern Pilgrim to the City of Compostela') 



A WORD ON METHODOLOGY 

But 1 looked on each of them as on an unknown thinf’..." 

I will not attempt to construct an outline of a methodical approach, or its lack of it, 

mostly because I am incapable of tracing my own steps. However, throughout the entire 

semester there were a set of guidelines that emerged and helped to inform a persistent, if 

not consistent, analysis. Interestingly enough, such guidelines were never the product of a 

conscious research or a priori line of thought. I felt myself reciting rules as unconsciously 

as a child recites his prayers. All of my site analysis of the city was done on foot, without 

a map. My only “guide book” was a Medieval guide on the Way of St. James, a book on 

pilgrims accounts, a prayer book to Saint James I stole of my grandmother’s room, along 

withthe complete poems of Rosalia. I followed the rules of the Pilgrim's guide: I never 

stayed at night in the city nor ate near monasteries and convents. In the open field I tried to 

orient myself by looking at the sky, or the ever-present bell towers. Through the streets 

inside the city wall, I collected myself. I did not research the city archives until the very 

end. 

The second stage of my analysis was mapping and researching the history. There 

were two different attempts. Firstly, there was a desire to map or to describe the spiritual 

trajectories of the pilgrim. Thus, maps under the tittles such as "Campus Stellce", “Pecten 

lacohus", "Pi\gnm=Peregne=Per Apre" were produced. They were small in size and 

usually located at the top of every set of analysis drawings. The center and lower part of 

the city analysis drawings were dedicated to a straight-forward study of its urban shape: a 

Nolli map, a map of gates, and a map of the most relevant institutions. Although a more 

common analysis, the research that accompanied these maps emphasized their symbolism 

to such an extent that I was surprised to realize how often form and coalesce. Besides 



offering a well-documented reading of the city, the drawings brought forth a consistent 

process that helped to establish the chosen site and typological precedents for the final 

design. Then, the intervention made use of the same sources of the city analysis; it 

followed a personalized interpretation of the city. Thus, it is inspired by and similar to the 

poem “La Santa Escolastica” that Rosalia de Castro wrote about Santiago in her book, A las 

Orillas del Sar. 

As one can see, the main themes of my analysis of the city of Santiago are but a 

constellation of fragmented images, a personalized codification of the city through mapping 

and the experiences of a marginal poet. Fragmentation, codification and interiorization are 

the ruling guidelines of my methodology. 

" 

Language is constructed not as a mirror but as a constellation of points of exchange." 
Julia Kristeva, Semiotik 
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MYTH AS CITY 

La arquilectura no se piicde dcfinir, lampoco se puede haccr: hay que crcar las condiciones para que el espi'ritu 
pueda pasar mds alld de la construccidn. 

(Architecture cannot be defined as it cannot be made: one needs to create an environment so that the spirit could 
go beyond construction.! 

Francisco Alonso' 

Preferible sen'a poner un mito detras de cada nombre, mitificarlo todo, cerrar los ojos al pasado, olvidar los 
documentos y creer que Compostela ha nacido hoy,"

[l would rather place a myth behind every name, 'mythifying it all', closing my eyes to the past, forgetting the 
text and believing that Compostela has been born today). 

Gonzalo Torrente Ballester 

To any student of Postmodern thought the idea of myth offers a fascinating and 

intriguing proposition. There are two generalized understandings of such a notion: the 

myth as a fallacious thought, related to a historic past, and/or as a mere archaic form of 

perception and experience.’^ The purpose of this paper is to offer a deeper understanding of 

the city of Santiago, and its myths. The emphasis throughout this chapter will be on the 

telling of the myth under different arguments, ans subsequently how they inform the 

cityscape. Any attempt to analyze structural consistencies and forms will be limited, and 

only used to better understand its urban form. 

The Origins of the City of Santiago 

In Deo nomine. Leo episcopus vobis regibus francorum, et vandalorum, gotorum et romanorum. Notescimus 
vobis de translacione beatissimi lacobi apostoli fratris lohannis apostoli et evangeliste, et quod dessecatum est 
caput eius ad Herode rege Iherosolima, et sic inde levantum est corpus eius navigio manu domini gubernante. 
Septima namque die requievit ratis inter duos rivos Ulia et Sare in locum qui dicitur Bisria... 

Fragment of a letter attributed to "a Pope Leo", X cent. a.d. '' 

Lopez Alsina has compiled one of the most beautiful series of accounts on the 

emergence, during the IX century, of the city of Santiago, and its transformation from 

' Francisco Mangado. “Exposicion: Cuatro projectos para Tres Ciudades”, p.52.
^ Torrente Ballester. Compostela v su Angel. p.l8. 
’ Gilloch, Myth and Metropolis, p.9 

''Lopez Alsina. 1 .a Ciudad de Santiago de Compostela en la Alta Edad Media, p. 124. 
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Locus to Civitas. He rigorously analyzes every single story, its fallacy and its descriptive 

quality; the transportation (translatio) of the body of Saint James from Jaffa to the Montem 

Sacrum or its mere apparition {revelation, 812-814 a.d.), the presence of the hermit 

(Pelayo) or an angel, the village of Santiago established as a burial ground with a 

community located outside the walls, or as a monastic complex. Characters and narration 

are, as Alsina very well proves, interchangeable, and very partial to its source. However, 

all accounts present similar geographical descriptions of the place, of its sacred character 

Loci. One must differentiate the loci of Santiago, during its formation and the first 

accounts of its revelation from a lieu. Both, in Latin, are equivalent to ‘sacred place’. 

However, as Bonet Correa in his study of "The Urban Structure of Santiago" points out, 

lieu is most frequently used to describe a sacred area located near very transited and 

populated nuclei^ Loci, on the other hand, refers to an uninhabited zone. Thus, the 

landscape, its surroundings, and its relation to nature and to the stars are determinant 

factors in the origins of the city, and are very similar throughout all accounts of the legend.'’ 
A hill surrounded by four mountains^ of wild vegetation, a promontory, a white marble 

tomb (Ards Marmoricis), and an intersection of roads (loci) are the starting points of this 

analysis. 

The location of the loci lacohus on the intersection of three major Roman roads 

demands a further exploration. The consistency of the main roads that crossed the Loci 

throughout from their origin to the formation of the civitas lacobus and the establishment 

of Modern Santiago is astonishing. The roads did not only provide for economic 

exchanges, but also reinforced the hierarchical development of the streets into commercial 
or purely processional (although not intrinsically spiritual) areas ( Figure 2). Thus, the via 

Francigena, acting as the ceremonial road, served at the same time as a processional path 

^ Antonio Bonet Correa, "La Estructura Urbana de Santiago de Compostela", p. 25, 
" Ibid. 
’ Pedrosa, Gozo-San Marcos, Milladoiro y Santa Maria. 
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during religious solemnities, and as a royal residency for the nobility. It is important to 

consider that it would have also served as the ascension'* line of guidance to any pilgrim 

following the stars and arriving at the city, thus, reinforcing its processional character 

(Figure 3 ). The two east-west roads follow a similar translation. They start as two 

Roman roads, later developing as the most important commercial roads: -d forum, a market 

and a merchandise path. The vicus Novus and vicus Fagarium were at the same time the 

decline right of the sky for a medieval pilgrim navigating through the city. Thus, from the 

earlier development of the Loci lacobus, one is incapable of discerning between the 

economic, social or mythical origins of the paths. 

The pilgrims’ procession through the city, however, does not follow the 

differentiated paths described above. It developed during the 10th century, along with the 

symbolism that surrounded the figure of Saint James. 

The City Origin: the Seashell or the Sign of Saint James 

Dende o mar a Compostela, 
van as minas arelanzas 

por un vieiro de estrelas. 
Dende a mar, fonda e salgada, 

que sementou de vieiras 
o don de berce da praia. 
Que ledo que cada cuncha 

fose una estrela caida, 
como unha frolina murcha. 

Emilio Alvarez Blazquez 

The Codex Calixtinus. the first medieval guide to the city of Santiago, provided the 

pilgrim with an exhausting account of rituals and signs. The most significant of all, to any 

pilgrim in Europe on his way to Santiago, was the Pecten lacobeus, o shell-sea (Figure 4). 

This is a daring image, considering that the adoption of the seashell. It is a 'pagan 

symbol', as a Christian symbol was one of the first, if not the very first attempt during 

** In modern Astrology the Right Ascension is the relative axis use to place the starts path. The main 
measuring axis are horizontal. There are two horizontal references, or declination lines, since the sky is two 
dimensional. 
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medieval times to redeem Greek and Roman mythologies.'^ The sea-shell’s Christian 

symbolism developed during Teodomiro's bishopric, and is deeply rooted in mythological 

accounts. The miraculous appearance by the sea of Saint James on a shell to save a 

drowning soul .seems to rescue the legend of the Greek goddess Aphrodite's own birth. 

A myth, before any other story, entails an origin, an origin with a purpose outside 

of a cause-effect relationship. The city of Santiago was the first urban development of 

importance in Galician Spain the Medieval Ages. Galicians, a Celtic tribe, had always 

resisted urban settlements as part of a cult to nature and the dead. Thus, as Alsina 

accounts, there were no Roman camps or urban settlements of lasting importance in 

Northern Portugal and Galicia (The roman castrum established near the site of the legend of 

the discovery was called Liheriun domum). The formation of the city of Santiago during 

the 10th century had a clear origin outside any commercial, or social interest that was not 

directly related to the story of Saint James. The very path a pilgrim followed through the 

city was never connected to any commercial and social roads of importance. As the 

merchandise and processions wended east-west and north-south respectively, the pilgrim 

traveled on a spiral ‘path’surrounding the loci. Thus, as a 16th century pilgrims' guide 

suggested, “the streets acquired a peculiar flow, similar to the tapering of seashell ribs’’.'' 
The analogy could not come any closer to that of the seashell (Figure 5). 

The metaphor of water also brings forth a different perspective of the city shape, 

and seems to also evoke Islamic symbolism. All Medieval pilgrims' guides present an 

elaborate description of the ritual cleansing of the pilgrim's head outside the city walls, a 

ritual very similar the Islamic peregrinations to La Mecca. Thus, the esplanade in which 

this ritual took place was literally named ‘the-washing-of-the-head’. (In Galician, this is 

^ See the chapter on Pecten iacohus, in Torrente Ballesters' Compostela v su Angel, p. 132. 
J.M. de la Prada, Mitos v Levendas Celtas, p. 201. 
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Lavacolla, now the site of the airport). The procession through the streets of Santiago, a 

procession 'around' the temple, and the many rituali.stic turns around the tomb of the 

apostle are a reminder of the processional route a Muslim takes in the Kaaha.'^ One cannot 

forget that Santiago was under Muslim domination during the 10th century; Almanzor 

conquered Santiago on Augusst 11,997. Later, Charlemagne, who in the name of 

Christendom and political ambition, re-conquered and re-flourished Santiago de 

Compostela‘S : 

Compostela es como Jeric6. Para tomarla hay que dar muchas vueltas en torno, con el area y las trompetas, 
silencioasmente. 

[ Compostela is like Jerico. In order to invade the city, one needs to revolt around it many times carrying an ark 
and trumpets, silently]'"'
(Figure 6). 

Bonet Correa alludes to another set of streets or ruas of less importance to the 

Medieval development of the city, but of vital significance to Modern Santiago. These are 

the exterior paths that developed around the city wall. The abrupt topography of the place 

had many times transformed them into streams, or rueiros, of water emanating out of the 

city. 'Oh, callejas sonoras,/ por donde el agua eternamente corre!...'[Oh, vibrant streets,/ 

where water eternally flows.... ]‘s Thus, the Galician name for street, rua, evolves from 

this analogy. It is through the rueiros, Correa suggests, that the inhabitants of Santiago can 

gradually and almost without noticing, make the transition from the processional facades 

and paved streets of the interior of the city, to the intimate, and domestic paths of their 

gardens and country side located behind the city walls."’ It is, therefore, through the 

rueiros that the landscape and cityscape coalesce. 

Todo aquel que haya vivido en Santiago de Compostela sabe como la configuran los espesos pinares y tupias 
robledas que rodean la ciudad, lo mismo que las umbrias y humedas Huertas que penetran como verdes lenguas en 
ella.-.Pero quizas lo mas extraordinario de su ser ciudadano es lo que todavi'a encierra de poblacion primitiva 

" Anonymous, Gufa de Peregrino Medieval, p. 22. 
Javier Ruiz Siera, Camino de Santiago, p. 32. 
For a historic account, Otero Pedrayo y his hook Guia dc Galicia. 
Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, Compostela v su Angel, p. 161. 
Antonio Machado. On Compostela, p. 12. 
Antonio Bonet Correa, "La Estructura Urbana de Santiago de Compostela", p. 38. 
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circundada dc naturaleza misleriosa y profunda. En ruas y miradorcs dc Santiago hay un sabor aldeano, una 
comunidn con el campo...” 

lAnyone who has lived in Santiago de Compostela knows about the pines and the oaks that surrounded and 
shaped the city, almost as the dark and humid gardens that seem to leak through it... But, what is most 
extraordinary ol being a citizen of such a city goes beyond what the city entails as a primitive population 
.surrounded by deep and mysterious nature. In Santiago’s ruas and miradoires there is a rural taste, a communion 
with landscape.) 

Antonio Bonet Correa, “La Estructura Urbana de Compostela”'* 

The modern roads in Santiago are established according to the historic rueiros. 

The different systems of streets described above, however, do not present a city of 

spatial anarchy, or of fragmented movement. It is a perfectly balanced layout, almost as 

perfect as the symmetry of the seashell. 

On the mythical names of Compostela: 

But if these names', thus, permanently absorbed the image I had formed of these towns, it was only by 
transforming that image, by subordinating its reappearance in me to their own special laws; and in consequence of 
this they made it more beautiful; but at the same time more different from anything that the towns could in reality 
be, and by increasing the arbitrary delights of my imagination, aggravated the disenchantment that was in store 
for me when I set out upon my travels. 

Marcel Proust, The Remenbrance of Things Past” 

Once an united nucleus is defined, and an image of the city is conceived, one needs 

to turn to the examination of the various interpretations and meanings that a historic past 

attaches to the names of myths. Santiago de Compostela presents various accounts on the 

very origin for its name. There are two names to the city, and curiously enough, while 

there is only one possible interpretation for Santiago (SantYago = Saint James), 

Compostela itself is a palimpsest. 

Compostela = Campus Stellce 

Dice un hombre que ha visto a Santiago 
en tropel con doscientos guerreros 
iban todos cubiertos de luces 

con guirnaldas de verdes luceros 

Ibid. 

Correa, p. 38. 
Marcel Proust, p.420. 
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y el caballo que monta Santiago, 
Era un astro e brillos intensos. 

[ A man says he has seen Santiago / with a company of two hundred warriors / they were all surrounded by lights / 
with garlands of green lights / and Santiago's horse / was a start of intense shine.] 

Federico Garcia Lorca, “Santiago Apdstol” 

Andar a pie el camino de Santiago, 
camino por la tierra de Finisterre, 
y andarle andando a dos porque no yerre 

el ciego amor, la ciega flor de un lago, 

es pisar sobre las estrellas, sobre un vago 
azar de nebulosa, que abra o cierre 

segiin el polvo de los astros nos destierre 
o nos desciele en remolino aciago...

[To walk by foot the way of Saint James,/ a path throughout the Finisterre land,/ to walk in pairs in order not to 
err/ by a blind love, by a blind flower of a lake,/ (To walk like that) is to step on stars, to walk through a vague 

destiny of a as      or are   a  
acute, twister..."] 

Gerardo Diego, "Sonetos a Violante' 

Campo de estrellas vuestra frente anhela, 
silenciosas maestras de profi'a. 
En mi pecho -lay, amor!-, mi fantasia 
torres mas altas labra. El alma vela... 

Contemplad entre mis torres las estrellas; 
no, estas de otoho borralas; aquellas 
de nuestro agosto, ardiendo en suenos fn'os. 

Gerardo Diego," Alondra de Verdad' 

nebula, that widens and shrinks/ the dust of the starts drop from the sky/ dropped by blind,

Field of a star. Thus, the mythCompostela entailed to the medieval pilgrim the very 

action of navigating through European fields, and searching at night for the stars, for the 

Way of St. James. It was a mapping open to the skies as well as a search through the 

heart. The very legend of the myth, the miraculous discovery of the body of the apostle, 

seems two-fold. On one hand, it offers an explanation, and a sign of certainty for the 

believers. The tomb of the apostle, as the Chroninon Iriense suggests^^, was discovered 

through the mysterious glittering and brightness of the stars, to the point that many of the 

shepherds in the field believed that the very tomb was emanating or producing said stars. 

One the other hand, the legend, itself, is the very manual to the medieval pilgrim. One had 

to solely follow the stars, (the Milky Way). "Compostela chamou polos camifios do 

espi'rito, onde os santuarios de Santiago debuxaban a fisonomia da xenufana Europa 

Gerardo Diego, Angeles de Compostela, p. 47. 
Ibid., p.45. 
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Occidental." The correlation between Roman roads over Santiago and the star axis a 

pilgrim would trace over the sky, and its later development, as mentioned above in the 

analysis of the city streets, are a perfect example of the correlation between the sky and the 

very city below it: 

El Camino de Santiago, es el camino de la Via Lactea, los antiguos crei'an que pasaba por el cielo y que el de la 
Tierra no era mas que su rellejo. Es un camino de leyendas porque legendiria es la misma histon'a del hallazgo del 
apdstol Santiago el Mayor, como lo es tambien el que conduzca hasta el fin de la tierra. 

[The Way of Saint James is the path of the Milky Way, it was believed that it passed through Heaven, 
and that earth was its mere reflection. It is a way of many legends because the very story of the discovery of the 
tomb of the Apostle Saint James, is legendary in the fact it leads to the end of the world'] 

Luis Carandell “El Camino de Santiago” “ 

Compostela = "Compositum" 

The word compositum derives from the verb compono. At first glance, it can be 

translated as a 'whole with parts' ; that is, a completed urban structure with differentiated 

parts or institutions. The idea of wholeness and the integrity of the urban fabric is closely 

related to the symbol of lacobus Pecten (Figure 7). A Surrealist's description of the 

seashell reinforces, once more, the city's necessity for a myth; 

The unity, the wholeness of the shell's form, force me to conclude that a directly idea presides over the execution; 
a pre-existing idea, quite separate from the work itself, an idea that maintains itself, suspends and governs, while 
on the other hand and in another area it is out into execution by means of my energies successfully applied. I 
divided myself in order to create. 

Paul Valery, “The Man and the Sea-Shell’’^ 

Compostela= "Compositum" 2 

Compostela can also mean a gathering or cloistering of institutions; a compound. 

(Figure 8) This interpretation of the city is closely related to the formation of the medieval 

civitas. With the construction of the new basilica and the settlement of the Benedictine 

monks of Antealtarea and Corticela, the loci lacobus become a pilgrimage site. A 

Alsina, pag. 110. 
Compostela spoke through a spiritual path, by means of sanctuaries that determined the genuine 

fisonomy of Western Europe.’. 
in Xurxo Lobato, F.l Camino de Santiago Visto desde el Aire, p. 204 
For all latin references .see Harper's Latin Dictionary. 
Paul Valery, from collection of lectures under the title Aesthetics, p. 57. 
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rectangular wall, built by Bishop Sisnando Menendiz (951-968 a.d.), during the Norman 

invasions of the Gallician coast, enclosed the old cathedral and the monastic buildings 

surrounding it. There was a baptistery and a bishop's palace, along with a cemetery and a 

forum for exchange. However, it is important to realize that no parish church (except of 

course, the cathedral), was located inside the city wall. It was only during the construction 

of the third wall, in the year 1150, that the first parish church of St. Fiz Salovio, 

intrinsically related to the revelatio, and the churches of Sta. Maria del Camino and St. 

Benito were enclosed (Figure 12). Thus, a significant polarization between the religious 

and regular clergy had a strong influence on the urban configuration of the loci. 

Among the religious clergy established in Santiago, the Benedictine monks of 

Antealtarea became the most important order. Their monastery of San Payo, Saint Yago, 

was located near the old cemetery of the loci, facing the cathedral. By the fifteenth 

century, the building was transferred to their feminine branch, and became the only convent 

inside the city. A new monastery, San Martin de Pinario, was built to roof the Benedictine 

monks. The complex became a constant thread to the cathedral politically, and it was, after 

the cathedral, the building of greater extension. Thus, by the year 1670, the order was 

forced to moderate the height and the ornamentation of its building in order to preserved the 

hegemony of the cathedral. The complex of Pinario was finalized between 1882-87 with 

the completion of the south elevation, facing the northern elevation of the cathedral and 

defining the Plaza de la Immaculada?^ During the twelth and thirteenth centuries, as Otero 

Pedrayo illustrates, Compostela welcomes the mendicant orders of Saint Francis and Saint 

Domingo. These two monasteries settle humbly outside the city wall. The reason for this 

is two-fold: to evade fiscal regulations and to better accommodate the pilgrim. 

Antonio Bonet Correa, p.28. 
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The emergence of strongly distinctive monastic institutions outside the cathedral's 

supervision and the incapacity of the secular clergy to establish any parish church inside the 

city walls, presents a medieval Compostela unique from any other Catholic pilgrimage site 

of the time. Neither Cluny nor Rome seems to exercise a primordial influence over the city 

as to regulate the secular and the religious clergy respectively. Thus, the city's indecisive 

allegiance with Charlegmane, and the Kingdom of Castille and Leon, are an indication of 

the religious discrepancies among the secular and religious clergy.^* The religious clergy 

would tend to side with Rome while the secular clergy remain faithful to the French and 

Spanish kingdoms. A perfect example of how the political alliance of the clergy influenced 

the city, was the Treaty of Burgos. By the year 1011, the Spanish clergy gathered in 

Burgos to agree in the use of liturgy. Santiago’s rite, the Cathedral’s, was French while 

the mendicant orders where already using the Latin liturgy. The new Spanish kingdoms 

that emerged during the Reconquest, feared the hegemony of the French kingdom as much 

as a Islamic invasion. Thus, they unanimously accepted the Latin rite to the detriment of 

Santiago and its influence over the Spanish regular clergy. And, almost immediately, the 

new pilgrimages to Santiago acquired a monastic flavor. The mendicants orders grew in 

power and were able expand to the outskirts of the city (Figure 9). During this time, the 

new hospitals of la Conxa and S. Gerome emerged.^^ 

Every religious monastery, not necessarily convents, outside the city wallsstands 

along a city gate. Thus, they are perceived by the pilgrim as independent from one another. 
A pilgrim arriving from the French Way {Porta do Camiiio) will be confronted by the 

Dominican monastery of Santo Domingo while those arriving the English Way, once past 

the gate of Sorrow (Porta da Pena), will seek the hospitality of the Benedictine monks of 

For a more extensive account, see Fernando Lopez Alsina. 
For a historic analysis of the religious and regular clergy's influence over the city of Santiago see 

Francisco Javier Perez Rodnguez' F.l Dominio del Cabildo Catedral de Santiago de Compostela en la Edad 
Media. 



Saint Payo. Every single way, or gate to the city is preceded by a monastic institution with 

a distinctive purpose, and thus, for the pilgrim, the image of the city changes as each 

institutions is encountered. Compostela to the pilgrim was perceived as a compound: 

En e,sta ciudad se pueden contar diez iglesias, en medio dc la.s cuales resalta gloriosa la del queridi'simo apdstol 
Santiago, el Zebedeo, La otra es la de San Pedro apdstol en al via francigena; es una abadi'a de monjes. La tercera 
es la de San Miguel... 

[There are ten churches inside the city, among which is that of the beloved apostle Saint James gloriously stands. 
Another one is that of Saint Peter along the French way; it is a monastery. The third is that of Saint Michael...] 

Codex Calixtinus 

Compostela= “Compositum”3 

Es una peregrinacion extrana la que esta usted haciendo, porque mientras avanza hacia Galicia y el Oeste 
por todo el Norte de Espaha, se va acercando al culto de los muertos. 

[A strange pilgrimage the one you are doing, because while you are heading to Galicia and the West by 
Northern Spain, you are getting closer to the cult of the dead.] 

Walter Stakie’" 
Soplo mortal creyerase que habia 

dejado el mundo sin piedad desierto, 
convirtiendo en sepulcro a Compostela; 

- jCementerio de vivos!...-murmuraba 

yo, al cruzar por las plazas silenciosas 
que otros dias de gloria nos recuerdan-; 

[A deadly blow seems to have/ left the world deserted, merciless/ transforming Compostela into a sepulcher 
Cemetery of the living!...- I mumbled/ while crossing the silent plazas/ that reminds us of other glorious days] 

Rosalia de Castro, “La Santa Escolastica” 

Compositum can also be derived from the verb compono, that is, 'to close', 'to put 

away'^'. For writers such as Ovid, and Ciceron the descriptive qualities of the verb 

expressed a sense of calmness, and solitude. However, it could also be used in more 

realistic and concrete terms: 'to bury the dead', 'to put away their remains','to dispose of 

their ashes'.^^ Compono, then, is a reminder, once again, of the very funerary purposes 

of the city, of its mythical account. 

Alsina situates the first funeral ground of Medieval Santiago {Locus Sancti lacobi) 

on the very site of the cathedral (830-880 a.d.) It later expands to the end of the plaza of the 

Quintana. The palace of the bishop and the forum, as suggested before, surrounded the 

Xurxo S. Lobato, p.73. 
Haqier's Latin Dictionary 
Ibid. 
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burial grounds. All other institutions were located outside the first city wall and were 

constructed from 900 to 1040. In a postulated map of the Loci lacohus, A. Lopez 

Ferreiro does not refer to any street inside the city wall, despite the fact that the ruu on the 

Ea.st side, outside the wall, seems to almost penetrate the loci and that on the Northern side, 

inside the city wall, the preconitorium, a elongated vicus, acts as a street connecting the 

Northern gate to the forum. In the initial loci lacobus, all streets and parishes were located 

outside the funerary grounds, that is outside the city wall. The wall seemed to almost 

enclose a cemetery and a church. From all accounts, the interior of the locis was always a 

mere vicus from the discovery of the tomb to its development as a civitas (twelfth century). 

From vicus to city gates 

The development of the city gates is intrinsically connected to the transportation, or 

traslatio of the body of St. James. As the legend states, the body was carried from the 

Northern African (44 ad) to the Galician coast by boat. Once they landed in Padron, the 

disciples carried the body and deposited it at Mamoa's gate, after a stop over at the gate of 

Faxeira. Alsina favors the account of the disciples placing the body on a stone tomb 

(Marmoricis). The gate, an intersecting point along a Roman road, became a covered 

chamber of memorial arches under which the tomb of the apostle rested since its discovery 

in the ninth century to the eleventh century. By the end of the twelfth century, the apostle's 

body rested in the cathedral grounds. The Northern and Western gates of the city do were 

never connected to the myth of Saint James. However, the gate of the Way {Porta de 

Camino) and that of the Sorrow share the funerary liturgy of the gates of Mamoa and 

Faxeira. The cemetery of St. Francis and that of the Rosary were the common burial 

ground of unknown pilgrims, and a mandatory visit to such a site was essential in the 

Medieval Pilgrims' ritual. The very idea of the city is based on a constant movement, a 

funerary procession; it is a traslatio or carrying through, as ocurred in the legend. It is not 
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surprising, then, to realize that in the first urban mapping the loci lacobus, the gates to the 

city wall are defined in greater detail that the streets and plazas. 

However, the most symbolic transformation of the penitential rite into the urban 

fabric is given by the specific number of gates to the city. There are seven gates to the city 

of Santiago de Compostela, just as there are seven deadly sins. The argument arises 

among historians when counting them. All pilgrims' guides, throughout medieval times, 

unanimously agree on the number, even though the narrations never coincide in naming the 

same gates. (Their consistency in the number, despite the descrepancies, accentuates the 

strong influence of a myth upon the urban form). Most often, either the Porta da Penna 

and the Porta de San Roque are excluded from the total and are neglected during urban 
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redevelopment.’^’^ Santiago's gates, above all, are a remembrance of the transition, or the 

transformation a pilgrim undergoes through penance and repentance. In the urban form of 

Santiago, the climax of this transformation takes place when the pilgrim turns from the rua 

cle Preguntorio to the via sacra and crosses the Quintana (or plaza ) in order to enter the 

back of the cathedral, via de Porta Santa (Figure 10). 

Porta Santa- from an exterior city gate to the gate to the soul. 

jOh, Quintana de Muertos!, Oh, Palacio 
de Gelmi'rez! jOh piedra suntuaria, 
lujosa piedra, piedra igualada y varia... 
|oh. Portico divino de la Gloria! 
|Oh, peregrinaciones! j oh, estela 
de lacras y dolores! jOh, memoria 
del Apostol Sant lago!...|oh, centinela 
de la fe yerta y olvidada historia! 
jOh, saudadesljoh, muerte! jOh, Compostela! 

[ Oh, Quintana of the dead!. Oh palace / of Gelmi'rez! Oh, stone of the sanctuary / luxurious stone, even, and so 

different!... / Oh, divine portico of the Glory!/ Oh, pilgrimages!, oh constellation/ of sufferings and grief! Oh, 
memory/ of the Apostle Saint James! ...Oh, guardian of the virtuous faith, and of the forgotten history!/ Oh, 
saudades\ Oh, dead! Oh, Compostela!] 

Antonio Machado, On Compostela 

Jose Martin Gonzalez, in his article"The Baroque Perspectives of Santiago de 

Compostela", emphasizes the strong relation between the urbanism and the function of the 

cathedral:‘the function of Santiago is intrinsically spiritual and cannot be detached from the 

sanctuary itself. On a more lyric note, Unamuno suggests that 'the cathedral crowns 

and absorbs everything.The relationship of the cathedral to the adjacent plaza and 

streets, especially by the Porta Santa is an excellent example of such statement. The via 

sacra is located at an angle to the adjacent plaza of the Quintana. Thus, as the pilgrim 

descends through the street, all views from the via are covered except that of the Holy 

Door. As one approaches the plaza, the clock tower emerges and the plaza levels. Thus, 

their symbolism unfolds. The Quintana, or plaza, is located, as suggested above, on the 

very grounds of the old cemetery of the Locis lacubus. The higher level plaza, smaller in 

size, is called the Quintana de vivos, the plaza of the living. It is connected to the via sacra 

” See Pablo Costa Bujan, “Documentacion Historica do Edificio”, 1987. 
J.Jose Martin Gonzalez, "Perwspectivas Barrocas de Santiago de Compostela", p.29. 
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and the old bishop's palace. A pilgrim's path to the Holy Door crosses from the Quintana 

de vivos, onto the Quintana de muertos ( plaza of the dead) by a set of stairs. Then, the 

pilgrim turns to the right and, under the surveillance of the twenty four sculptures the of 

Elders of the Apocalypse, penetrates through the Holy Door and an uncovered atrium to the 

cathedral, as in passing from death to a glorious resurrection. There, all pilgrims are asked 

to change clothes as a sign of renewal. Their garments are left hanging from a standing 

stone cross, nowadays called cross dos farrapos (cross of clothes).^*’ Once the pilgrim is 

cleansed a cathedral door opens; he can continue his procession to the back altar. 

jMajestad de los templos!, mi alma femenina 
te siente como siente maternas dulzuras, 
las inquietudes vagas, las ternuras secretas 

y el temor a lo oculto, tras de la inmensa altura... 
Y la mirada inquieta, cual buscando refugio 

para que el alma que sola luchaba entre tinieblas, 
recorrio los altares esperando que acaso, 

algun rayo celeste brillase al fin en ella. 
[Majesty of temples!, my feminine soul/ feels you as it would feel motherly caresses/ vague restlessness, secret 
sweetness, and the fear of the hidden, the immense altitude... And my wondering sight, seeking refuge/ so that the 
soul that stands along fighting the darkness/ will walk through the altars, waiting that perhaps/ a celestial beam 
will illuminate her.] 

[From a poem describing a soul entering the cathedral] 
Rosalia de Castro, A las Orillas del Sar 

The tomb of the apostle Saint James, since the twelfth century, is located beneath 

the main altar of the cathedral. After the penitential rounds through the altar suggested by 

the medieval pilgrims’ guide ( / will walk through the altar awaiting...) , a soul descends 

into the crypt of the Apostle. The procession of the penitent from the main altar to the 

entrance of the cathedral is a glorious manifestation of the Santiago legends. There are 

altars dedicated to Our Lady of Pilar, and her apparition to Saint James, to the miracle of 

the drowning soul, etc... The interior of the church, however, has always kept the 

simplicity of a Romanic interior. As the penitent steps out of the cathedral, and stands 

through the arches of the atrium, the perspective of the plaza of the Resurrection, also 

called of the Holy Trinity, and the landscapes of mountains is breathtaking. The very 

Miguel de Unamuno, in Lobato, p.l84. 
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atrium in which the joyful soul stands is called the Portico of the Glory, a romanic 

sculptural piece of angels and apostles attributed to the Maestro Mateo. Once again, one 

must turn to Rosalia de Castro to better capture the psychological experience of such 

procession: 

jYa no estaba sola!... En armonioso grupo, 
como visibn .sonada, se dibujo en el aire 
de un angel y una santa el conlorno divino, 
que en un nimbo envolvi'a vago el sol de la tarde. 

Aquel candor, aquellos delicados perfiles 
de celestial belleza y la inmortal sonrisa 

que hace entreabrir los labios del dulce mensajero 
mientras contempla el rostro de la virgen dormida... 

Y orando y bendiciendo al que es todo hermosura, 
se doblo mi rodilla, mi frente se inclinb 

ante El, y, turbada, exclame de repente: 
jHay arte! iHay poesi'a!... Deber haber cielo; hay Dios!'. 

[ 1 was not alone any longer...There was a harmonious group/ like a dreamy vision, in the air / 
the divine contour of an angel and a holy woman I saw/ surrounded by a vague glittering of the afternoon sun/ Such 
simplicity, such delicate profiles/ of celestial beauty and an immortal smile/ that half open the lips of a sweet 
messenger (angel)/ while contemplating the face of the sleeping virgin... And praying and blessing all that was 

beauty/ my knees suddenly bent, my forehead bowed before Him, and distressed 1 suddenly exclaimed:/ There is art! 
There is poetry!...There must be a heaven; there is God!] 

Rosalia de Castro, “La Santa Escolastica”” 

The plaza of the Resurrection is surrounded by the Raxoi palace. Saint Gerome's 

College, and the Catholic Kings Hospital. Torrente Ballester alludes to the symbolism of 

the institutions surrounding the cathedral. The cathedral, the hospital, the college and the 

palace of justice, stand as a reminders of four cardinal virtues: religion, charity, learning 

and justice.However, the cathedral has a primordial position in the plaza since the 

basilica is raised above the ground approximately three stories. Thus, one is not only able 

to view the plaza of the Resurrection from the Portico of Glory, but also El Pedroso. And 

behind the mountains, the penitent knows the sea stars: 

La gloria de Mateo, 
ondas do mar do ceo, 

nos abre su postigo, 
meu amigo. 

[ In the glory of Mateo ( the sculptor of the portico), / I see the waves of the sea,/ as an open door to us/ my 

friend.] 

This is a Medieval custom, nowadays the pilgrim does not change garments. 
” Rosalia de Castro, 'La Santa Escolastica', in "A la Orillas del Sar”, Obras Completas. p.626. 

Torre.nte Ballester. Compostela v su Angel, p. 176 
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Gerardo Diego, 'Entrega’’' 

Finis Terrce- or the end of the world 

Y de ahi que siguiendo la Ruta de las Estrellas se abriera poco a poco desde las noches de los tiempos un cauce de 
peregrinacidn Humana buscando el lugar donde el sol se pom', buscando el extreme mas occidental del mundo 
clasico, que estaba situado cn los finixlerres atl^nticos de la pem'sula iberica. 
[ Following the Way of the Stars, a human pilgrimage path emerged seeking the place where the sun set, seeking
the most Western site of the Classic World, a site that was located in the Atlantic coast of the Iberian peninsula.] 

... Compostela e un lugar da terra no fin dun camino do ceo, a via lactea, ou un lugar no ceo onde finda unvieiro da 
terra, o camino trances trazado polos pes dos pelerifios. Eis o inmudabel, o campo e o campesino, o ciminterio e 
os emortos, as arbres as pedras. Unha rat's do crdsico, pois que contra o que se poida creer, ou aparentar creer, a 
obra human somentes e crdsica na medida en que pretende achegarse a ista imudabilidade, e ista permanencia. 

Alvaro Cunqueiro''" 
i A ddnde vas, romero, 

por la calzada?... 
_ Voy al final del mundo que ya se acaba: 
canjildn de la noria 

y el alba de gloria. 
[ Where are you going, by the road, pilgrim?.../ I am going to the end of a world that is almost finished, center of 
the wind wheel/ and sunrise of the glory.) 

Gerardo Diego, “El Santiaguero”'" 

One needs to return to the idea of the Compositum as a funerary concept to better 

understand Finisterrce. Santiago is a funeral ground and as such, remains in its symbolism 

through history. The Way of Saint James, like the Milky Way, was also the path to the 

open ocean, to the most Western site of Europe, and during the medieval ages, to the end"*^ 

of the world. It Galician's 'pagan' tradition, and as a result of the Celtic influence, was by 

way of the sea that one's soul departed to the afterlife.'*^ Christian tradition used the same 

symbolism of the afterlife in the penitential liturgy of the pilgrim. As a body undergoes the 

purification of 'the water through Baptism' in order to 'live in Christ', so must a soul 

undergo the purification of death 'to be bom to a new life'. Thus, the Celtic tradition of the 

soul's journey through the sea was adopted in Santiago's symbolism as a transition, as a 

stage to a new life. A 'saved' soul had the door open to Paradise. Santiago, once more. 

Gerardo Diego, "Entrega", p. 56. 
‘‘"In Xurxo S. Lobato, p.73
■*' Gerardo Diego, “El Santiaguero”, p. 63. 

Codex Calixtinus. 

J.M. de la Prada, p. 230. 
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was the first Christian pilgrimage site in which site symbolism acquired architectural form. 

The Holy Door of Santiago was the first door within the Catholic tradition, and therefore, 

was granted 'holy years' before any other city. The edict was promulgated by Pope 

Calixtus II in the year 1122. When the papal state asked for permission to the Bishop of 

Santiago to replicate the ritualistic door (fourteenth century), there was only one 

requirement: Santiago had to be granted more 'holy years than any other pilgrimage site in 

Europe"*^. Thus, Santiago became the most popular pilgrimage site in Europe. By the 

twelfth century, as the Codex Calixtinus suggests, Santiago was open to the pilgrims 

twenty-four hours a day. The Codex identified the city with its door and very often would 

use indifferently the words: 'open city and open door'. The Holy years tradition still 

persists today. While Rome only has four holy years this century, Santiago maintains 

fourteen. (Rome's years for this century are: 1925, 1950, 1975, 2000. Santiago's years 

are: 1909, 1915, 1920, 1926, 1937, 1943, 1948, 1954, 1965, 1971, 1976, 1982, 1993 

and 1999)"" 

On the Significance of the Wall, the City Wall and the Stone 

Even the stone (in Compostela), if the stars shrine seems to take flight... 
Gerardo Diego, "Alondra de Verdad'”*’ 

Je suis belle, o mortels! Comme une reve de pierre.... je trone dnas I'azur comme un sphinx incompris... Les 

poetes, devant mes grandes attitudes, que j'ai I'air d'emprunter aux plus fiers monuments, consumeront leurs en 
d'austeres e'tude, 

Charles Baudelaire, “Tableux Parisiens”''* 

'Before the very legend of Santiago, it was common to find piles of stone 

by the side of a path'"^. Arturo Soria describes the struggle that Saint Martin Durmiense, 

bishop of Braga and apostle of Galicia, had in this respect with the Northern inhabitants of 

Spain. He accused them of maintaining pagan cults. The bishop condemned the ritual as 

an offering to the god Mercury. Yet, the custom survived to the end of the fifteenth 

Ballester, p. 221. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

Gerardo Diego, poem tittled "Alondra de Verdad", p.45. 
Charles Baudelaire, I-cs Fleurs du Mai, p. 268. 
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century. Stone walls were also part of the Classical tradition of Early Roman Spain, 

following the lines of Greek mythology. One cannot forget the beautiful account of the 

mythological origins ol Troy related in Homer’s the Jihad. The stone walls of the city were 

raised by the god Apollo while he played his lyre. 

The city walls of Santiago developed in three different stages (Figure 11). The first 

city wall was started during Cresconio’s bishopric, from 900 to 1040. It contained the loci 

lacobus. The second wall determined the approximate border of the development of 

Santiago as a civitas. The third and final wall was completed by the year 1150 and 

contained the entire medieval city, delimiting the mas to exterior streets. In Spanish 

mystical tradition, the city is often compared to the soul. For Saint Theresa, the three walls 

of a city are a reminder of the three charities towards God, the other and oneself.” They 

became a social necessity almost as narrated in Saint Augustine's City of God. However, 

Fray Luis de Leon uses the same analogy of the three walls of a city in an ascetic, almost 

defensive, manner. A soul’s need of the three theological virtues of faith, hope and charity 

as a city needs to be protected (Figure 13). The defensive purpose of a city walls is also 

engraved in a Celtic narrations of the city. Despite all Catholic interpretation of the walls, 

the Celtic account prevailed stronger. To a Galician, a stone wall represented a defensive 

form of preventing a wandering soul from inhabiting the city, and therefore, molesting the 

living.” In Celtic and Catholic Santiago, however, the symbolism of water cannot be 

separated from that of the stone. While the first represents birth, the later is synonymous 

with the dead. The notion of the dead, however, is at the same time, a new rebirth, the 

beginning of the afterlife. Although inexpressive, the stone attracted the cult of the Celtic 

ritual as the origin of a new circle of life. Within Celtic tradition, a ceremonial funerary site 

Arturo Soria, in Lobato 
Ibid. 

See Balta.sar Gracian account. 

Santa Teresa de .lesus. Consideraciones Espirituales 
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was composed of standing stones arranged in a liturgical matter.’’'* A tribe that despite 

urban formation, was willing to lay to rest their dead on a hierarchically arranged city of the 

dead. 

i,A d6nde va.s cantando, 
el peregrine, 
cantando en lengua extrafia 

por la montana? 

-Voy a la piedra madre 

y al agua meiga 
y al dngel avutarda 
que ya no aguarda... 
Voy al ma.s duro croque, 
beso mds blando. 
Piedra y agua salvando 
resucitando. 

[ Where are you going /singing in strange languages /by the mountain, pilgrim? /I am going to the mother stone, 
/and to the enchanted water/ and to the impatient angel (death)/that cannot wait any longer.../ 1 am going to the 
hardest rock/ to the softest kiss/ Stone and water saving/redeeming] 

Gerardo Diego, “El Santiaguero”” 

Within the Catholic tradition, and perhaps assimilating the Celtic belief, the legend 

of Santiago is intrinsically connected to the placement of the apostle’s body in an Ards 

Marmorica, a white marble stone. Over the tomb, or martyrium, the King of Castile, 

Alfonso II, built the first dedicated church, in the year 818. As the medieval chronicles 

narrated, the building was insufficient and it was expanded in the year 899 by Alfonso III. 

After the Muslim conquest, and by the year 1075, Bishop Cresconio rebuilt a new church 

and raised it to the level of a cathedral. Once the cathedral complex was initiated, a new 

stage of construction developed. Otero Pedrayo called it the 'new age of the stone'^'’. By 

1105, the basilica was consecrated by Bishop Gelmirez , and the Portico of the Glory was 

finalized by Maestro Mateo around 1211. By 1325, the Tower of the Clock was added, 

and a new expanded cloister was constructed in 1521Thus, the cathedral complex 

” Antonio Fraguas y Fraguas l.a Galicia InsolitaTradiciones Gallegas. p. 204. 
See Jose Vazquez de Prada, p. 115. 

^^Gerardo Diego, p. 16. 
Ramon Otero Pedrayo, p. 465. 
There have been very few modifications since them 
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emerges as a monumental stone to the cult of Saint James. Pablo Acosta Bujan presents a 

poetic description of such development: 

A pedra galega drguese e organizase cn grandes fachadas, cdrrase en cupulas, prdgase 6 neocldsico, 6 barroco, 6 
rococo; e un intre o candor das primorosas e inspiradas conslruccidns romdnicas cede ante a espidndida exaltacidn 
monumental. A torrc receosa, sucedc na arquitectura civil o pazo xeneroso; o abigarramiento dc moradas 
populares, o Santiago des prazas, as riias e os soportais. Sofren as artes do medievo. A xoia da Catedral implicase 
en relicario suntuoso de fachadas, torre, ousi'as e s6 queda o portal das Praten'as aberto 6s vento do Sur. 

[ The Galician stone arises to organize monumental facades, to close domes, the Neoclassic recedes, then the 
Baroque; and in an instant, the simplicity of the inspired, Romanic constructions gives way to the glorification of 
monumental splendors. From the suspicious tower a new civil architecture emerges, that of the generous pazo’". -

the gathering of lay housing, the new Santiago of plazas, of ruas and of porticos. All medieval arts suffer. The 
jewel of the cathedral became a reliquary of exuberant fajades, towers, and the only open space remaining is that of 
the Platen'as that receives the winds of the South] 

Pablo Acosta Bujdn, “Documentaci6n Histdrica do Edificio”” 

It is such the tradition ofmasons in the cathedral, that the Codex Calixtinus 

dedicates an entire chapter to their biographies. As narrated, all cathedral stonework is 

intrinsically related to physical and spiritual miracles performed in the holy ground “...Asi 

esta catedral, desde su comienza hasta el dia de hoy, prospera con el fulgor de los milagros[ 

Thus, this cathedral prospers with miracles...]”.^” 

Stone and the cult to Saint James are intimately interwoven. The symbol of 

Santiago, the cross of its pilgrims resembles a lizard and is painted red. "El lagarto que 

coagula la cmz de tu gesta/ dibujar y fertiliza la planta de la augusta basilica [The lizard that 

coagulates the cross of your (Santiago) gesta/ draws and fortifies the very plan of your 

basilica] The cross is painted red as a reminder of the martirium of the Apostle as well 

as of the miraculous battle of Clavijo, in which legends says the Apostle liberated Spain 

from heretics. The lizard, at the same time, is a sign of calmness and solitude, of the 

immutability of time: 

You hide yourself against the shadows of stone walls, 
in the corner were all insects drone, 
and there where the hesitant waters dorm, 
and there are no human beings to interrupt your eternal dreams... 

** A segnioral contry house with a corner tower 
Pablo Acosta Bujan, p. 33. 
Codex Calixtinus. or Gufa de Viaiero Medieval, p. 70. 

61 Gerardo Diego, “ El Apostle", p. 117. 
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Rosalia de Castro, A las Orillas del Sar 
The pilgrim, the stranger, the individual: 

For las sendas que conduccn 
al sepulcro del Palrdn, 
un percgrino camina 
con su concha y su borddn. 
Vicne de tierras lejanas a cumplir una promesa, 
los pies descalzos sangrando, 
descubierta la cabeza. 

[ Through the path that lead one/ to the tomb of the Apostle, / a pilgrim walked/ with his lacohu.s 
Pecten and his staff. He comes from tar away lands to fulfill his promise,/ barefoot, and bleeding,/
uncovered head.] 

Anonymous, “Pilgrim”'’^ 

Frecuentemente vienen de pai'ses extranos, 
de Santiago de Galicia, y conocen los nombres 
de muchas ciudades y localidades, 
y tambien lo que sucede por alia; 
y cantan en cada puerta la cancion de Santiago:

[Frequently, they come from unkonw countries,/ from Santiago of Galicia, and they know the 
names/ of many cities and villages/ and everything that happens around there;/ and they sing at 
each door the song of Saint James] 

Flemish Song, XIII century 

, 
The word pilgrim derives from the Latin peregne a ‘stranger’,or a 'wanderer' in 

foreign lands (Figure 16). Once again, the meaning is elusive and multiple. On one hand, 

it refers to the idea of the afterlife, of the wandering soul passing through life to get to the 

‘other life’. " El Camino de Santiago, es el camino de la Via Lactea, los antiguos creian que 

pasaba por el cielo y que el de la Tierra no era m^ que su reflejo [The way of Saint James, 

they believed, went through Heaven and the one on earth was its mere reflection]”®\ In 

Spanish mystical tradition, the struggle of a soul through life is also compared to that of a 

pilgrim 'staying in a bad inn one long night'^®. This vision is analogous to a postmodern 

impression of city life. "In this handbook the city is seen as an arena of struggle for 

existence and of the class struggle... Cities are battlefields”®’ It is through the negation of 

the city, through a desire to escape the city, its crow, to seek one's own individuality that 

Rosalia de Castro, Obras Completas, p.687 
“ P. Echevarria Bravo, Canciones de los Peregrinos de Santiago, p. 87 
“ Ibid., p. 47. 

Luis Carandel in Lubato. 
“ Santa Teresa de Jesiis, Consideracciones Espirituales , trans.: ‘Una larga noche en una mala posada’ 

Walter Benjamin, "Handbook for City-Dwellers" in Gilloch, p.l4. 
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the city becomes real.. "The city is a writing; the man who moves about the city, i.e., the 

city's user is a sort of reader who, according to his abligations and his movements, 

samples fragments of the utterance in order to actualize them in secret."'’*’ 

In postmodern terminology, the concept of the ‘pilgrim’ is closely related to 

that of a ‘stranger’, a poet, or a flaneur, navigating through a city. A pilgrim is the most 

capable viewer of the urban enviroment because “the city creates and demands a new mode 

of representation, a new artistic sensiblity’’and “the urban aesthetics is appreciated on 

ephemeral and fleeting moments".^® Despite the predisposed reading of the urban 

symbolism a pilgrim might have, the very pilgrims rituals strongly reject an exterior view 

of the city. “Upon entering Santiago, recollect yourself, oh pilgrim! do not be deceived by 

the architecture, and the beauty of manmade art..., repentance should come within”.’® 

Thus, the pilgrim, as a poet, senses the city with an impartiality, an individuality, proper to 

a modem man: 

Quand, ainsi qu’un poete, il descend dans les villes, 
II ennoblit le sort des choses les pus viles, 
Et s’introduit en roi, sans bruit et sans valets, 
Dans tous les hopitaux et dans tous les palais. 

71
Charles Baudelaire, ‘Tableaux Parisiens” 

Both, to the Modem and Medieval pilgrim, the city is perceived as a psychological 

experience; the only means to tmly understand the city is that of the individual’s 

perception’^. Thus, for both, the medieval and modem pilgrim, the city itself is looked 

upon as an object of denial. For the modem viewer, such perception is a product of 'the 

crisis of the object'’\ for the medieval observer is a search for spirituality. However, the 

negativity of the city persists, to both observants’ two antagonistic alternatives. The 

Ronad Barthes, “Semiology and Urbanism”, 431. 
Gilloch, p. 133. 
Codex Calistixnus 

Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mai, p. 266. 
see Gilloch account on Walter Benjamin's "Urban Memories". 
F.rthmarth. Sequel to History, p.93. 
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Modern mind will seek in the description of the ruin, the valueless and even nefarius, the 

very essence of the city. It is a search for a new image of the city. The medieval approach 

will tend to follow a more literary approach. And all mythological accounts, whether Celtic, 

Ancient Greek or Medieval, would lead him back to nature: 

El viajero rendido y cansado 
que ve del camino la li'nea escabrosa 
que aun le resta que andar, anhela, 
deteniendose al pie de la loma, 

en derepente quedar convertido 
en pajaro o fuente, 
en arbol o en roca. 

[The traveller exhausted and tired/ sees the way as a tortuous line that has to be walked through still, he aspires,/ 
stopping at the foot of a hill,/ in suddenly being transformed into/ a bird or a fountain/ or a tree or stone.] 

Rosalia de Castro, A las Orillas del Sar 
After all, the word pilgrim could also be translated as per agre, that is, to walk on an open 

field. 

A Poet and a Poem: Rosalia de Castro and Santiago 

For the city is a poem.. It is a poem which deploys the signifier, and it is this deploment which the semiology 
of the city must ultimately attempt to grasp and to make sing. 

Roland Barthes, "Semiology and Urbanism"’'’ 

An afternoon in April silently wash, 
with a soft and sad drizzle 

the pavement of the deserted streets, 
while in the space, in the air, 
the slow vibrations of the bells resounded. 

1 decided then to go, hiding away from my shadow 
and with an anxious soul and a gasping breath 
1 was instinctively seeking pure air in the earth and in the sky. 

Mortal blow that seems to have 

left empty the atmosphere, merciless, 
thus, converting Compostela in a sepulcher! 

In this holy city, sober and wise-hearted, 
there are no mutters to disturb the sleep of a desired peace. 

Cemetery of the living! - 1 mumbled 
while crossing the silent plazas. 
Behind 1 have left the arduous streets, 

a pathway for monks and dead people, 
with its specks of gigantic shadows, 
with its clearings of light, that make 
its solitude sadder, that hurts the eye. 

in Joan Oackman ed.. Architecture Culture 1943-1968. p. 418 
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And I wanted to die, I wanted dead 

to show me, uneompassionatly, the black 
and hidden abysm, thus, sucking all love of hope out of my soul 
with such a stroke as to leave me orphaned! 

Rosalia dc Castro, “La Santa EscolSstica”’’ 

However, in order to capture the fleeting moment of the city, the singularity 

of a moment, one needs to turn to the writings of a sole person, of a singular experience. It 

is only then, that a writer’s concern for a psychological and ineffable representation of the 

city surfaces. To speak of Modern Santiago, of its text, is to speak of Rosalia de Castro. 

There has not been a more singular writer of city images. Rosalia presents a city of 

emotions and personal perception. The relation of Rosalia to Santiago is very similar to 

that of Proust, Baudelaire and Benjamin to Paris. There is s “loss” of the "integrity of the 

contents, of the city”^^. The images presented are fragmented, to the extent that the author 

seems to write from memory. Despite the lack of a story, Rosalia's narration is saturated 

with symbolism, emotional imagery. The 'signifier' needs to be comprehended in order to 

understand imagery, to fully understand a city. 

As a modem writer of the city, Rosalia's description of Santiago, in the 

poem 'La Santa Escolastica', is an allegorical image that attempts to redeem the very myth 

of the city. As Baudelaire, 'it was precisely the splendor of the urban phantasmagoria with 

its promise of change-as-progress that elicited in her the most prototypically melancholic 

allegorical response'”. Melancholy becomes the arbiter of the new narration. But, 

contrary to Benjamin and Baudelaire's responses to Paris, Rosalia's experiences in 

Santiago lead her not only to a denial of the city but of her very self. It is then, that there is 

no need to complehend the urban ruin and isolation, the way Baudelaire and Walter 

Benjamin depict it. Rosalia's desire is that of escapism. The fear of the crow, or a desire 

Rosalia de Castro, Obras Completas. 
Richard Wolin, Walter Beniamin: An Aesthetic of Redemption, p.229 

’’ Buck-Moss in Gilloch, p.l38. 
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to fully seek her individuality are surpassed. Her anguish permeates the very myth of the 

city. The isolated ruins of the street, the dominating cathedral are depictured as symbolic 

entities of a past myth. The allegory of the Catholic identity of the city, is confronted while 

admiring such images. Their shock is similar to Benjamin's de.scriptions of a stanger 

through the streets of Paris: 

Fear, revulsion, and horror were the emotions which the big city crowd aroused in those who first observed it... 
At dangerous crossing nervous inpulses tlow through him (the pilgrim) tin rapid succession, like energy in a 

battery.’" 

However, Rosalia does not stop at such accounts. Unable to seek comfort in the secured 

identity of the cathedral, and at the feet of the apostle Saint James, she renounces of her 

belief, of her very Catholic faith. The city's intoxicating taste impels her to desire death 

and a handful emotions overcomes her sight. Thus, she flees the city and seeks the 

consolation of the nearby fields (Figure 18 and 19). In the city writings of Benjamin and 

Baudelaire there is no such alternative. Rosalia's account to turns from the Catholic 

symbolism of the city to the old Celtic belief of nature. She seeks comfort in nature and the 

company of 'wandering souls', unable to transcent the notion of the myth: 
" Let us go on, since the old road 
will meet us on our way-
It is sad, rugged, deserted, 
and, like us, changed, 
though still the home of white phantoms 
we once adored." 

(Figures 20 and 21). 

Walter Benjamin, quoted in Richard Wolin, p. 227. 
Rosalia de Castro, Obras Completas, p. 125. 
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Soplo mortal creyerase que habia 
dejado el mundo sin piedad desierto, 
convirtiendo en sepulcro a Compostela... 

Rosalia de Castro, "La Santa Escoldstica " 

For the city is a poem..It is a poem which depolys the signifier, and it is 
this deploment which the semiology of the city must ultimately attempt to grasp 
and to make sing. 

Roland Barthes, "Semiology and Urbanism 
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